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Abstract 

 
In this talk, a unified analysis of exclusives will be presented, including not only 
adverbial ones like only, just, merely, exclusively but also adjectival ones like mere, 
sole, only, single, and exclusive.  A uniformly scalar analysis of exclusives will be 
defended, in the sense that they signal a presupposition that can be paraphrased 
with at least, and that their ordinary semantic content can be paraphrased with at 
most.  For example, when one declares, John is only a graduate student or John is 
a mere graduate student, one asserts that John is at most a graduate student and 
presupposes that John is at least a graduate student.  Following Beaver and Clark 
(2008), we assume that these at most and at least components of the meaning of 
exclusives relate to the current Question Under Discussion (QUD), and a strength 
ranking over the answers.  The at most component says that the so-called 
'prejacent' (John came, in Only John came) is the strongest of the true answers to 
the current QUD, and the at least component says that it is weakest of them. 
 
These at least and at most components constitute the common core of exclusive 
meaning.  It is further proposed that there are two parameters along which 
exclusives may vary: (i) constraints on the current QUD and the strength ranking 
over the answers; (ii) semantic type.  While all exclusives are modifiers of functions 
whose type ends in t, they differ with respect to the semantic type of the function's 
domain elements.  This difference in semantic type leads to differences of scope; 
adjectival exclusives generally take scope only within their enclosing noun phrase, 
whereas adverbial exclusives take scope over the entire sentence.  These 
differences of scope correctly predict differences in where negative polarity items 
(NPIs) are licensed.  One consequence of this view is that there must be 'local' 
current QUDs, whose scope is limited to noun phrases. 


